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1. Introduction
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is on the rise. There are so many foreseen, innovative applications of AI that everybody is
speaking about it. It improves the diagnosis and treatment of cancer, improves customer experience, creates new
business, improves education, predicts how contagious diseases propagate and optimizes the management of
humanitarian catastrophes, to name just a few.
Artificial Intelligence already exists since the mid-fifties when John McCarthy first coined the term. Marvin Minsky’s
definition of AI was: "The science of making machines do things that would require intelligence if done by humans." AI
has had its ups and downs previously (e.g. AI Winters). In a white paper published earlier 1, we explained basic concepts
of AI to provide general readers with some background information to read the many articles about AI appearing in the
press and Internet. AI’s current popularity is mostly due to the enormous progress in one of AI’s subfields: Machine
Learning (ML). There are three main reasons for this progress:



The abundance of data. ML analyses data, and today there is so much more data available than decades ago.
Increase in computational power. Moore’s Law is still valid and machines can process orders of magnitude
faster and more than before.
Deep Learning. An extended version of Neural Networks that, thanks to the two previous points, has increased
enormously the performance of all kinds of classification and prediction tasks.



However, with all those opportunities also comes great responsibility to ensure good and fair practice of AI. We
identified 6 societal and ethical challenges for Artificial Intelligence that should be dealt with before AI is massively
applied. Not treating those issues will lead to uncertainty and unforeseen consequences with potentially large negative
societal impact. It is therefore no surprise that many governments currently have set up national initiatives to discuss
many of those issues (e.g. in the UK2 and France3). Before diving into the challenges of massively using Data and AI, it
is wise to get an understanding of the basic notions of AI as we published earlier.4

2. Six societal and ethical challenges for Data and AI
The challenges that AI, and therefore Data as well, face, include: non-desired side effects, liability questions, yet
unknown consequences, the relation human-robots, increasing concentration of power and wealth, and intentional bad
uses. Below, we explain each of them.
1. Non-desired side effects. This is sometimes referred to as FATE (Fair, Accountable, Transparent and
Explainable).
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o

While Machine Learning is able to solve complex tasks with high performance, it might use
information that from a society or humanity perspective is undesired. For example, deciding
whether to provide a loan to people based on race or religion is not something our societies accept.
While it is possible to remove those “undesired” attributes from data sets, there are other less
obvious attributes that highly correlate with those “undesired” attributes whose removal is less
straightforward. Machine Learning is objective and finds whatever relation there is in the data
regardless of specific norms and values.

o

A related issue is so-called bias of data sets. Machine Learning bases its conclusions on data.
However, the data itself might be biased by not being representative for the group of people to
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which the results are applied. For instance, finding trends on school performance using mostly
white schools will not provide insights applicable to all schools. Research has shown that ML takes
over any bias from humans.5,6 What we need is so-called “Fair” Machine Learning, addressing the
issues in point a) and b).
o

Apart from bias in the training data, bias can also come from the algorithm. A Machine Learning
algorithm tries to be as accurate as possible when fitting the model to the training data. Accuracy
can be defined in terms of so-called “false positives” and “false negatives”, often through a so-called
confusion matrix7. But the definition of this “accuracy” measure, whether it tries to optimize only
false positives or only false negatives, or both, has an important impact on the outcome of the
algorithm, and therefore on the groups of people affected by the AI program. In safety-critical
domains such as health, justice, and transport defining “accuracy” is not a technical decision, but a
domain or even a political decision.

o

Deep learning algorithms can be highly successful but have a hard time to explain why they have
come to a decision. For some applications, the explanation of decisions is an essential part of the
decision itself, and lack of that makes the decision unacceptable. For example, a “robo-judge”
deciding on a dispute between a customer and a health insurer is unacceptable without the
explanation of the decision. This is referred to as the “Interpretability” problem. The book “Weapons
of math destruction8” gives many interesting examples of this.

o

Data privacy, transparency and control. All data and AI system exploit data, and many times this is
personal data. Using all this personal data has as side effect that privacy may be compromised,
even if it is unintentionally. The recent scandal of Cambridge Analytica / Facebook shows that this
is a bigger issue than we might have thought9,10.

2. Liability.
When systems become autonomous and self-learning, accountability of behavior and actions of those systems
becomes less obvious. In the pre-AI world, incorrect usage of a device is the accountability of the user, while device
failure is accountability of the manufacturer. When systems become autonomous and learn over time, some
behavior might not be foreseen by the manufacturer. It is therefore unclear who would be liable in case something
goes wrong. A clear example of this are driverless cars. Discussions are ongoing whether a new legal person needs
to be introduced for self-learning, autonomous systems, such as a legal status for robots11, but it is generating some
controversy12.
3. Unknown consequences of AI.
The positive aspects of AI may have some consequences of which we don’t know yet how they will work out.
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o

AI can take over many boring, repetitive or dangerous tasks. But if this happens at a massive scale,
maybe many jobs might disappear and unemployment will skyrocket13?

o

If less and less people work, then the government will receive less income tax, while costs of social
benefits will increase due to increased unemployment. How can this be made sustainable? Should
there be a “robot tax”14,15,16? How to be able to pay pensions when increasingly less people work?
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o

Is there a need for a universal basic income (UBI) for everybody17? If AI takes most of the current
jobs, what do all unemployed people then live from?

4. How should people relate to robots? If Robots become more autonomous and learn during their “lifetime”,
then what should be the (allowed) relationship between robots and people? Could one’s boss be a robot, or
AI system18? In Asia, robots are already taking care of elderly people, accompanying them in their
loneliness19,20,21. And, could people get married to a robot22?
5. Concentration of power and wealth in a few very large companies23 ,24 . Currently AI is dominated by a few
large digital companies, including GAFA25 and some Chinese mega companies. This is mostly due to those
companies having access to massive amounts of propriety data. This might lead to an oligopoly26 . Apart
from the lack of competition, there is a danger that those companies keep AI as proprietary knowledge, not
sharing anything with the larger society other than for the highest price possible27 . Another concern of this
concentration is that those companies can offer high-quality AI as a service, based on their data and
propriety algorithms (blackbox). When those AI services are used for public services, the fact that it is a
blackbox (bias, undesired attributes, performance, etc), raises serious concerns, like when the LA Police
Department announced that it uses Amazon’s face recognition solution (Rekognition) for policing28,29. The
Open Data Institute in London has started an interesting debate on whether AI algorithms and Data should
be closed, shared or open30 .
6. Intentional bad uses. All the points mentioned above are issues because AI and Data are applied with the
intention to improve or optimize our lives. However, like any technology, AI and Data can also be used with
bad intentions 31. Think of AI-based cyberattacks32 , terrorism, influencing important events with fake
news33 , etc.
There is an additional issue that also requires attention, which is the application of AI for warfare and weapons,
especially for lethal autonomous weapons systems (LAWS). We do not discuss this issue here as this usually
implies an explicit (political) decision, and not something that will come as a surprise. Moreover, some will consider
this good use, while other might call it bad use of AI. Some organizations are working on an international treaty to
ban “killer robots”34. The issue recently attracted attention due to Google employees sending a letter to their CEO
questioning Google’s participation in defense projects35.

3. Approach to move forward
While there is ample debate ongoing about many of those issues (e.g. AI and the future of work), today it is
unclear what solutions there will be for some of the challenges. What we can define, however, are relevant
actions to work on as an approach for dealing with those challenges. While executing the approach, adaptions
can and will be made in a learning by doing process.


Governments and institutions need to think about strategies and approaches to identify the issues
along with their solution directions. The GDPR36 is a small, but important step into that direction.
Several national governments are already working on this through multidisciplinary committees of
experts (see notes 2, 3). Maybe governments should ensure the availability of rich and sufficiently
varied open datasets to minimize algorithmic bias.



Private enterprises need to start thinking about self-regulation and about where they stand. They
should be clear on how responsible they want to act and become.
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Probably a one-size-fits-all approach will not work, as some AI and Big Data applications have less
potential negative side effect than others. E.g., decisions in marketing have probably less negative side
effects than decisions about insurance premiums. Decisions made in so-called “safety critical” systems
may need to be validated and verified by formal mathematical procedures to ensure their correct
functioning under all possible circumstances37.



GDPR is a step forward regarding protection of personal data. A clear distinction needs to be made
between Data & AI applications using personal data versus those using aggregated, anonymized data.
Applications using personal data will need an explicit and transparent user consent (as provisioned in
the GDPR). This is not needed when aggregated, anonymized data is used, but, as a matter of
transparency, one might argue for the “right to be informed” when users’ (aggregated, anonymized)
data is used for applications.



AI and Data should not only be used for commercial opportunities, but also for social opportunities,
such as Data for Good and AI for Good38,39,40, initiatives whose aims are to support achieving the United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)41.



The Open Data42 approach should be extended to Open Algorithms43, to enable the benefits of private
data, while not increasing the privacy and commercial risks of private enterprises 44. In this approach,
algorithms are sent to the data, so data remains in its original premises, rather than the usual other
way around, where data is stored centrally and then algorithms run on the data.



Code of conducts should be in place for all professional families that contribute to Data and AI
applications. This should reduce the likelihood of bad uses and unintended negative side effects.



International, multidisciplinary committees should be put in place to oversee and monitor the uses of
Data and AI across the world and raise alerts when needed. Something like the Civil Aviation Authority
for airplane crashes.

4. A closing word
It is indeed important that we are prepared to ensure that our societies and economies continue to function well
with the expected massive uptake of Data & AI applications. But we should neither forget that even without this,
we don’t live, and have never lived, in an ideal world. Think of the large number of humans that have taken, are
taking and will take extremely wrong decisions, with hugely negative consequences for humanity. And many
decision makers have taken -with good intent- important measures that have had serious negative side effects. So,
while there are risks associated with the massive uptake of AI & Data, there is probably more to win than to lose
with those technologies. Moreover, humanity has ample experience in how to manage or recover from negative
consequences of (wrong) decisions.
If there is a final deadline before we would need to have solved the six challenges, it will probably be the
Singularity45, the point in time when Artificial Intelligence will lead to machines that are smarter than human
beings. However, even if this point may never arrive, it is good that societies are discussing the issues now and
agree on a common vocabulary and framework, rather than waiting until it is (too) late.
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About LUCA
LUCA is Telefónica’s specialist data unit, which sits within the Chief Data Office, led by Chema Alonso. Its mission is to
bring Telefónica's know-how in transforming into a data-driven organisation to other private and public sector
organisations in a wide range of sectors including Retail, Tourism, Outdoor Media, Financial Services and Transport. Its
diverse product portfolio, which brings together expertise in Artificial Intelligence, Data Engineering, Data Science and
Infrastructure, enables companies to accelerate their Big Data journey with a wide range of solutions and expertise to
propel their digital transformation.

More information
luca-d3.com
@LUCA_D3
data-speaks.luca-d3.com
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